Moisture Sources for Precipitation and Hydrograph Components of the Sutri Dhaka Glacier Basin, Western Himalayas
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Abstract: Himalayan glaciers are the major source of fresh water supply to the Himalayan Rivers, which support the livelihoods of more than a billion people living in the downstream region. However, in the face of recent climate change, these glaciers might be vulnerable, and thereby become a serious threat to the future fresh water reserve. Therefore, special attention is required in terms of understanding moisture sources for precipitation over the Himalayan glaciers and the hydrograph components of streams and rivers flowing from the glacierized region. We have carried out a systematic study in one of the benchmark glaciers, “Sutri Dhaka” of the Chandra Basin, in the western Himalayas, to understand its hydrograph components, based on stable water isotopes (δ¹⁸O and δ²H) and field-based ablation measurements. Further, to decipher moisture sources for precipitation and its variability in the study region, we have studied stable water isotopes in precipitation samples (rain and snow), and performed a back-trajectory analysis of the air parcel that brings moisture to this region. Our results show that the moisture source for precipitation over the study region is mainly derived from the Mediterranean regions (>70%) by Western Disturbances (WDs) during winter (October–May) and a minor contribution (<20%) from the Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM) during summer season (June–September). A three-component hydrograph separation based on δ¹⁸O and d-excess provides estimates of ice (65 ± 14%), snowpack (15 ± 9%) and fresh snow (20 ± 5%) contributions, respectively. Our field-based specific ablation measurements show that ice and snow melt contributions are 80 ± 16% and 20 ± 4%, respectively. The differences in hydrograph component estimates are apparently due to an unaccounted snow contribution ‘missing component’ from the valley slopes in field-based ablation measurements, whereas the isotope-based hydrograph separation method accounts for all the components, and provides a basin integrated estimate. Therefore, we suggest that for similar types of basins where contributions of rainfall and groundwater are minimal, and glaciers are often inaccessible for frequent field measurements/observations, the stable isotope-based method could significantly add to our ability to decipher moisture sources and estimate hydrograph components.
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1. Introduction

The Himalayan-Karakorum mountain range has the largest concentration of glaciers outside the polar regions, out of which ~9600 glaciers lie in the Indian Himalayas, covering an area of
These glaciers are the perennial source of runoff to major river systems, such as the Ganga, Brahmaputra and the Indus. These perennial rivers support more than a billion people living in the downstream region for their livelihood e.g., drinking, irrigation, industrial and sanitation [2–5]. Among all the major Himalayan river basins, the Indus Basin has the largest (~22,000 km²) glacier extent [3]. The Ganga and the Brahmaputra River are primarily fed by monsoonal rain, whereas the Indus River receives the highest amount of water from snow and glacier melts [3,6]; the total glacier melt contribution to the Ganga, Brahmaputra and the Indus River estimated using snowmelt runoff model (SRM) are ~10%, ~12% and ~40%, respectively [3]. Previous studies have suggested that ~70% of Himalayan glaciers are receding at a faster rate, which has resulted in net loss of glacier volume [2,7,8]. As the Indus Basin receives its maximum runoff generated from the snow/ice-melt, it may face the most adverse effect of rising global temperatures [9], resulting in the initial rise in discharge, followed by the scarcity of freshwater supply leading to socio-economic instability in the downstream region [2,3]. Thus, considering a large number of Himalayan glaciers and their complex behavior and dynamics, it is imperative to have more studies and observations to improve our current knowledge and to address the pertinent questions related to moisture sources (rainfall/snowfall), snow/ice-melt contribution and their spatio-temporal variability.

Stable water isotope ratios of oxygen (δ¹⁸O) and hydrogen (δ²H), along with second order parameter, deuterium excess (d − excess = δ²H − 88δ¹⁸O), have been widely used to trace moisture sources for precipitation, identify mixing water from various sources and to quantify their relative contributions [10,11]. Several isotope-based studies have been conducted in the Himalayan and polar regions to trace moisture sources and estimate the hydrograph components [12–23]. Moisture sources for precipitation over the central and eastern Himalayas are primarily derived from the Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM) during June-September, while moisture sources to the western Himalayas are predominantly derived from the Mediterranean region due to Western Disturbances (WDs) during winter (October-May) [6,24]. A previous study based on stable water isotopes shows that the WDs contribute the maximum (>70%) to the total annual precipitation in the Kashmir valley (western Himalayas), which is more than the Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM) (<30%) [15]. In contrast, a study in the Parbati Basin, western Himalayas, shows that WDs contribute a maximum up to 30% to the annual precipitation [17]. These reports clearly indicate large spatial variability in annual precipitation over the western Himalayas, particularly during the WDs.

Several studies have been conducted to estimate the contribution of snow and glacier melts in the Himalayan regions. A model-based water balance approach shows that the snow and glacier melt contribution to the Beas River at Pandoh Dam, western Himalayas, contributes ~35% to the annual flow [25]. On the contrary, another study based on a stable isotopes study suggests that the snow/glacier melt contribution to the Beas River, Western Himalaya, is up to ~50% [12]. A similar study in the Parbati River, a major tributary of the Beas River, has reported that glacier melt contributes up to ~44% (~±15%) [17]. A model-based water balance approach for other Himalayan rivers like the Sutlej, Ganga and the Chenab, estimate the annual snow and glacier melt contributions up to ~60% (at Bhakra Dam), ~28% (at Devpuryag), and ~49% (at Akhnoor), respectively [26,27]. Another isotope-based study reported up to ~32% contribution of snow and glacier melts to the Ganga River [28]. Such diverging results of glacier melt contributions for the Himalayan rivers could be due to the differences in the methods employed, sampling strategies, such as sampling frequency and locations (distance from glacier), uncertainty in constraining the glacier and snow melts end members, differences in defining terminologies such as glacier, snow and ice-melts, and local influences due to the diverse topography and variable climate regimes. Further, underlying assumptions involved in various methods have not been tested in these basins, and this therefore has resulted in large uncertainty and differences in the estimates [29,30].

It should be noted that the relative contribution of snow and ice-melts can be better constrained at the head-ward region of the glaciated catchment, since the contribution of precipitation and subsurface water increases substantially in the downstream region. A recent isotope-based study near the
snout of the Gangotri Glacier (Upper Ganga Basin) have reported snow, glacier melts and direct runoff contributions of about 59.6, 36.8 and 3.6%, respectively [31]. Another study based on stable water isotope (δ18O) and Electrical Conductivity (EC) has estimated contributions of supraglacial melt (~65%) and subglacial melt (~35%) from the Chhota Shigri Glacier [32]. Furthermore, few attempts have been made to validate the isotope-based precipitation source and hydrograph separation of snow/ice-melts. Therefore, to provide a baseline data for understanding moisture sources for precipitation, and to estimate the hydrograph components (snow and ice-melts) of stream flow during the peak ablation period, we have carried out a systematic study of a benchmark glacier (Sutri Dhaka) in the Chandra Basin, western Himalayas. We have employed two independent methods for the hydrograph component estimates, i.e. the stable water isotope method and field-based specific accumulation/ablation measurements. Similarly, we have also deciphered moisture sources for precipitation over the study region using stable water isotopes, which is further corroborated with the back-trajectory analysis of air parcels.

2. Study Area

The Sutri Dhaka Glacier catchment (32°22′49″ N and 77°33′05″ E) falls in the Chandra basin of the Western Himalayan region (Figure 1) [33,34]. This glacier is a clean type glacier (C-type) with less than 5% of total debris cover [34,35]. The total watershed area of the Sutri Dhaka Glacier is ~42 km², of which the glacier occupies an area of ~20 km², covering approximately 50% of the total watershed. The glacier elevation ranges from ~4500 m a.s.l. near the snout to an elevation of ~6000 m a.s.l at the bergschrund, with a mean length of about 11 km (Figure 1) [34,35]. A meltwater stream flows from the snout of the Sutri Dhaka Glacier in a south-east direction for ~3 km downstream and confluences with the Chandra River in the downstream region. A recent study based on remote sensing has reported that the Sutri Dhaka Glacier has shown a retreating trend from 1962 to 2013, with an annual retreat rate of 11.4 ± 0.7 m a⁻¹ [35].

The climate in this region is dominated by long winters (November–March), followed by spring which lasts until the end of May [24]. The summer season starts at the end of May and lasts until the end of September, while October and early November mark a short autumn period [24]. The predominant precipitation occurs during winters (>70%) compared to summer months (<30%) [36]. The elevated Pir-Panjal range acts as an orographic barrier for the monsoonal clouds to reach the upper region of the Chandra Basin, resulting in limited rainfall during summer. However, few summer precipitation events occur in the form of drizzle. The aridity in the region is also shown by the lack of vegetation [36,37]. Since the study region comes under the rain shadow zone with high altitudinal variations due to steep topography, the local aquifer at higher altitude does not get recharged sufficiently to act as a potential groundwater reservoir for discharge at later stages [37]. A recent study by the Central Ground Water Board (CGWB) in the region has reported that the groundwater yield in the upstream regions of the Chandra Basin is less than 5 liters per second, which is meager compared to the total amount of discharge generated by the snow and ice-melts in the region [37]. Therefore, a major source of freshwater to the downstream settlement is mainly supplied by combined contribution of snow and ice-melts runoff. Thus, considering uniqueness of the study area in terms of the limited contribution of summer precipitation and groundwater contribution to the total discharge, the estimation of hydrograph components involves less complexity.
3. Materials and Methods

An extensive field campaign was conducted in the Sutri Dhaka Glacier during summer–autumn (July–October) of the year 2015. Spatio-temporal samples of glacier snowpack, glacier ice, fresh snow, rainwater and stream (a combination of snow and ice-melts from the glacier) were collected systematically during the field campaign (Table 1 and Figure 1).
An overview of the sample collection and in-situ field measurements of the glaciological and hydrological parameters on the Sutri Dhaka Glacier are shown in Figure 2, Table 1. The main tongue of the Sutri Dhaka Glacier is shown in Figure 2a. To measure the discharge of the Sutri Dhaka stream, a hydrological station was established nearly 200 m downstream of the present glacier snout (Figure 2b). Meltwater samples \( (n = 133) \) from the Sutri Dhaka stream were collected twice in a day at 10:00 hrs and 17:00 hrs (Figure 2c). Further, snowpack samples \( (n = 8) \) were collected from the glacier surface at various locations and certain intervals (Figure 2d), whereas fresh snowfall samples \( (n = 15) \) were collected from the base camp and discharge site (near snout) during a major snowfall event (20–24 September 2015). Glacial surface ice samples \( (n = 9) \) were strategically collected at an elevation ranging from 4550 m a.s.l to 4750 m a.s.l from the debris-covered as well as the debris-free part of the Sutri Dhaka Glacier. Precipitation samples were collected near the hydrological station (Figure 1b). However, we missed collecting samples of few rain events due to a lack of adequate logistic support. Therefore, for the present study, we have also used isotopic data of precipitation published during the same season (June to October 2015) for the Chhota Shigri Glacier, upper Chandra Basin [32]. Considering the proximity of these two glaciers, i.e., Chhota Shigri and Sutri Dhaka Glaciers, with a distance less than 15 km, we expect similar hydro-meteorological conditions. Additionally, we conducted sampling at a similar altitude for the present study; therefore, we assume minimum changes in the isotopic characteristics of precipitation in the Sutri Dhaka and the Chhota Shigri catchments. To avoid any evaporation and atmospheric exchange with collected samples, they were filled in 20 mL scintillation vials without any headspace and air bubbles, and sealed immediately.

Table 1. Detailed description of end member components and stream (mixed component) sampling at the Sutri Dhaka Glacier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No</th>
<th>Sample Type</th>
<th>Sampling Time</th>
<th>No. of Samples (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Glacier snowpack</td>
<td>1 July 2015</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17 October 2015</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fresh Snow</td>
<td>21–24 September 2015</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Glacier Ice</td>
<td>1 July 2015</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sutri Dhaka Stream</td>
<td>7 July 2015 to 9 October 2015</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rainwater at Sutri Dhaka</td>
<td>7 July 2015 to 9 October 2015</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discharge of the Sutri Dhaka stream was measured using the area-velocity method [38]. Wooden floats and Flow tracker (Son Tek Flowtracker, Son Tek, San Diego, CA, US) were used to determine the velocity of the stream. Excessive velocities, depth, boulder movement in the bed of stream and the floating drift of the instrument prohibited us from using the SonTek flow tracker during high flow. Therefore, our SonTek flow tracker measurements were only conducted during low flow conditions which showed a similar velocity reading to the float-based velocity measurement with an accuracy better than ±10%. Depth profiles were measured using a metal gauge. To estimate daily discharge, daily gauge measurements were conducted at 10:00 Hrs (low flow) and 17:00 Hrs (high flow), and a level versus discharge relationship was established. The mean of high and low flow was considered as a daily mean discharge [33]. Since the bed topography of high mountainous streams are unstable, and the surface velocity of the stream is higher than bed velocity, the obtained discharge value was multiplied with a factor of 0.84 to estimate the discharge [38]. The meteorological parameters, i.e., temperature and relative humidity (RH%) were measured continuously using a temperature sensor (RHT-20, Extech, Waltham, MA, US) installed at the Sutri Dhaka Glacier (~5000 m a.s.l). Due to a technical problem with our rain gauge instrument installed at our study site, we could not measure precipitation during the field campaign. Therefore, we have used precipitation data measured at the base camp of an adjacent glacier; the Chhota Shigri Glacier, located ~15 km away from the study region using an Automatic Weather Station (AWS) with accuracy better than 1%.
where \( R \) represents either the \( ^{18}\text{O}/^{16}\text{O} \) or \( ^{2}\text{H}/^{1}\text{H} \) ratio. The overall accuracy of \( \delta^{2}\text{H} \) and \( \delta^{18}\text{O} \) measurements are better than \( \pm 0.18\% \) and \( \pm 0.07\% \), respectively, based on the known value of a laboratory standard with respect to V-SMOW-SLAP with six injections per samples. To understand the source of the precipitation in the study region and a better identification of end-member for hydrograph separation, d-excess \( (d - \text{excess} = \delta^{2}\text{H} - 8\delta^{18}\text{O}) \) was calculated for all samples using \( \delta^{2}\text{H} \) and \( \delta^{18}\text{O} \). The relationship between \( \delta^{2}\text{H} \) and \( \delta^{18}\text{O} \) in precipitation was defined using the least square regression method [10].

Meltwater of the Sutri Dhaka stream is predominantly sourced from two components (snow and ice-melts) and therefore a simple two component hydrograph separation using single tracer (\( \delta^{18}\text{O} \)) can be used to determine the snow and ice-melt contributions to the meltwater stream [42].

However, it was difficult to constrain the end member value of \( \delta^{18}\text{O}_{\text{snow}} \) as a single component because they undergo several stages of post-depositional processes such as evaporation, sublimation. 

All collected snow, ice, rain and meltwater samples were analyzed for \(^{2}\text{H}/^{1}\text{H}\) and \(^{18}\text{O}/^{16}\text{O}\) ratio using OA-ICOS laser absorption spectroscopy (LGR, Triple Isotope Water Analyzer (TIWA-45EP), Los Gatos Research (LGR) Process Automation, Mountain View, CA, USA) at the National Centre for Polar and Ocean Research, Goa, India. The Analyzer uses LGR’s Off-axis ICOS technology, a fourth-generation cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRDS) technique [39], which employs an optical cavity to greatly enhance spectral absorption and enable us to achieve the fastest and highest precision measurements of \( \delta^{18}\text{O} \) and \( \delta^{2}\text{H} \). The isotopic ratios are reported in the standard \( \delta \)-notation with relative to VSMOW-SLAP [40] and expressed as

\[
\delta(\%o) = \frac{(R_{\text{sample}} - R_{\text{standard}})}{R_{\text{standard}}} \times 1000
\]

where \( R \) represents either the \( ^{18}\text{O}/^{16}\text{O} \) or \( ^{2}\text{H}/^{1}\text{H} \) ratio. The overall accuracy of \( \delta^{2}\text{H} \) and \( \delta^{18}\text{O} \) measurements are better than \( \pm 0.18\% \) and \( \pm 0.07\% \), respectively, based on the known value of a laboratory standard with respect to V-SMOW-SLAP with six injections per samples. To understand the source of the precipitation in the study region and a better identification of end-member for hydrograph separation, d-excess \( (d - \text{excess} = \delta^{2}\text{H} - 8\delta^{18}\text{O}) \) was calculated for all samples using \( \delta^{2}\text{H} \) and \( \delta^{18}\text{O} \). The relationship between \( \delta^{2}\text{H} \) and \( \delta^{18}\text{O} \) in precipitation was defined using the least square regression method [10].

Meltwater of the Sutri Dhaka stream is predominantly sourced from two components (snow and ice-melts) and therefore a simple two component hydrograph separation using single tracer (\( \delta^{18}\text{O} \)) can be used to determine the snow and ice-melt contributions to the meltwater stream [42].

However, it was difficult to constrain the end member value of \( \delta^{18}\text{O}_{\text{snow}} \) as a single component because they undergo several stages of post-depositional processes such as evaporation, sublimation.

Figure 2. Fieldwork on the Sutri Dhaka Glacier and catchment: (a) Downstream synoptic view of the Sutri Dhaka Glacier showing the accumulation and ablation zone; (b) hydrological observation site; (c) meltwater sampling; (d) snowpack sampling; (e) stakes coordination and measurements; (f) snow pit excavation and density measurements.
and repetitive melting-freezing cycles, which could cause large isotope fractionation. In earlier studies, based on modeling and field evidences, it was suggested that $\delta^{18}O$ values in a snowpack could be heavier up to 3 to 5% than the fresh snow due to preferential removal of lighter isotopes in melts resulting in large uncertainty in hydrograph separation [42,43]. Therefore, in the present study, fresh snow (isotopically depleted) and snowpack (isotopically enriched) were considered as two separate components of snow, covering the entire spectrum of snow contribution, and a three-component hydrograph separation was performed to estimate the contribution of fresh snow, snowpack and ice-melt to the Sutri Dhaka stream.

In the case of three-component hydrograph separations based on a geochemical and isotope mass balance approach, at least two tracers are required. Using $\delta^{18}O$ along with electrical conductivity (EC), silica (SiO$_2$) and chloride (Cl$^{-}$) are among the most common tracers, and are widely used for three-component hydrograph separation (Klauss and McDonnell, 2013). However, they have limitations in separating snow and ice-melt contributions to glacier stream since the EC, SiO$_2$ and other dissolved solutes may get enriched due to water-rock interaction. In order to circumvent this problem, several studies have suggested that $\delta^{18}O$ and d-excess can be successfully used to trace the contribution of hydrological components [44,45].

Thus, we have used $\delta^{18}O$ and d-excess as tracers in constraining the end members for a three-component hydrograph separation of the Sutri Dhaka stream. Since the contribution of rainwater to total discharge is insignificant, we have not considered it as a major hydrograph component in our calculations [32,36,37,46]. The equation for three-component hydrograph separation can be written as follows [44].

$$Q_{st} = Q_i + Q_o + Q_n$$

where $Q_i$, $Q_o$ and $Q_n$ are the contribution of ice-melts, old snow (snowpack), fresh snow to the Sutri Dhaka stream discharge ($Q_{st}$).

$$1 = f_i + f_o + f_n$$

$$\delta_{st} = \delta_i f_i + \delta_o f_o + \delta_n f_n$$

$\delta_{st}$, $\delta_i$, $\delta_o$ and $\delta_n$ and are $\delta^{18}O$ for the stream, ice, snowpack and fresh snow respectively.

$$d_s = d_i f_i + d_o f_o + d_n f_n$$

$d_s$, $d_i$, $d_o$ and $d_n$ are d-excess tracer for the stream, ice, snowpack and fresh snow respectively.

$$Q_i(\%) = \frac{(d_{st} - d_n)(\delta_o - \delta_n) - (d_o - d_n)(\delta_{st} - \delta_n)}{(d_i - d_n)(\delta_o - \delta_n) - (d_o - d_n)(\delta_i - \delta_n)} \times 100$$

$$Q_o(\%) = \frac{(d_{st} - d_n)}{(d_o - d_n)} \times 100 - \frac{(d_i - d_n)}{(d_o - d_n)} \times Q_i$$

$$Q_n (\%) = 100 - Q_i - Q_o$$

The ice-melt, snowpack and fresh snow contributions to the total discharge were calculated using Equations (6)–(8) respectively.

The total snow and ice-melt contributions were also estimated using a field-based ablation measurement of total snow and ice during the study period. In order to measure snow and ice ablation of the Sutri Dhaka Glacier, a network of 12–15 ablation stakes of ~6–10 m deep was installed along the center line of glacier surface at different altitudes, following the standard protocols published elsewhere [35,47]. To measure net ablation during the subsequent ablation period (July–October 2015), stakes were installed at the end of the ablation season i.e., September 2014. The lengths of the exposed stakes were measured on a monthly basis from 5 July to 5 October 2015 for the summer ablation measurements (Figure 2e). Net ablation was estimated based on the ice cover loss at each point multiplied with the density of ice. Ice density was measured at nine different locations in the ablation
zone. The average density of \(870 \pm 10 \text{ kg m}^{-3}\) based on nine measurements at different locations was used in ice ablation estimates in terms of water equivalent. For the snowmelt contribution, we have measured winter snow accumulation (4 July 2015) and annual/residual snow accumulation (September–October 2015) by excavating four snow pits followed by density measurements at different altitudes of the glacier surface (Figure 2f). The measured thickness was linearly extrapolated to the higher reaches (5350–6050 m a.s.l.) to accommodate the total snow accumulation in the glacierized zone. Total snowmelt during the study period (July to October 2015) was then calculated by subtracting winter accumulation from residual accumulation. A simple transient snow line (TSL)-snow pit method was also used to measure snow ablation. The snow line was measured before the study was conducted (27 June 2015), and at the maximum snowline elevation (30 August 2015), using Landsat 8 OLI satellite imagery [48]. Since the mean accumulated snow was known from snow pit estimates, the total snow cover area ablation estimated using the TSL method was multiplied with respective snow pit volume (m w.e.) and the total snow volume ablation for the study period were estimated [48]. Due to inaccessibility to the site for sampling during the spring season, our study was limited to the peak summer period (July–October 2015), when maximum melting occurs.

Further, to understand moisture sources for precipitation over the study region throughout the year, we performed monthly back trajectory analysis of air parcels reaching the sites using the NOAA HYSPLIT model together with a reanalysis model output from the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) dataset [49]. Four days back trajectory analysis was performed for all months of the year 2015. All trajectories were initialized at 1500 m above the surface because most of the water vapor in the atmosphere travel within 0–2 km above ground level [49]. Subsequently, trajectories obtained for each day for the respective months were clustered using Trajstat to obtain the mean monthly trajectories [50]. Similarly, four days back-trajectory analysis to capture major precipitation events was plotted using the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) dataset at different altitudes (100, 1500 and 2000 m AGL) and also using HYSPLIT online simulation developed by Air Resources Laboratory, NOAA [51,52].

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Hydro-Meteorological Characteristics of the Sutri Dhaka Stream

Meteorological parameters play a significant role in controlling the glacier melt dynamics [3]. Temporal variations in air temperature, relative humidity, precipitation and discharge of the Sutri Dhaka Glacier are shown in Figure 3 and data provided in supplementary excel sheet. The discharge of the Sutri Dhaka stream during the study period varied between \(0.2 \text{ m}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}\) to \(20 \text{ m}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}\) with a mean of \(8.9 \text{ m}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}\) (Figure 3a). The discharge during the study period increased from early July with rising temperatures and reached its peak by the end of July. The daily mean temperature during the study period ranged from \(-15.3\) to \(16.1\) \(^{\circ}\)C with a mean of \(9.1\) \(^{\circ}\)C (Figure 3b). Similarly, daily mean RH varied from \(34.8\)% to \(99.9\)% with a mean of \(59.8\)% (Figure 3c). The highest daily mean discharge (\(20 \text{ m}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}\)) and temperature (\(16.2\) \(^{\circ}\)C) were observed on 15 July 2015. A gradual declining trend in temperature and discharge were observed in the months of August, September and October. A significant correlation (\(R^2 = 0.83, n = 63; p < 0.05\)) was observed between the daily mean discharge and temperature (Figure 3), suggesting a dominant control of temperature on discharge. This relationship implies a \(\sim 9\)% increase in daily mean discharge per degree rise in daily mean air temperature. This finding confirms that as the temperature in the Himalayan region increases, it would lead to an initial rise in discharge due to an increase in glacier melt, followed by a drop in runoff and reduction in the glacierized area [53]. A total of \(\sim 110\) mm of precipitation was recorded during the study period, of which two major precipitation events occurred on 12 July (20 mm) and on 23 September (52 mm) in the form of snow which account for \(\sim 66\)% of total precipitation during the study period (Figure 3d).
As isotopically-depleted snow starts melting, it leads to the removal of depleted meltwater that results in a heavier residual snowpack [30]. Glacier ice samples showed a narrower range compared to snow samples. $\delta^{18}O$ and $\delta^{2}H$ in ice samples ranged from $-15.7\%o$ to $-11.7\%o$ (mean $-13.6 \pm 1.2\%o$) and $-106.3\%o$ to $-73.2\%o$ (mean $-91.2 \pm 10.4\%o$) respectively. The $\delta^{18}O$ and $\delta^{2}H$ values in stream draining from the Sutri Dhaka Glacier varied from $-15.7\%o$ to $-13.3\%o$ (mean $-14.4 \pm 0.5\%o$) and $-108.9\%o$ to $-91.4\%o$ (mean $-98.5 \pm 3.8\%o$), respectively.

4.2. Stable Isotope Characteristics and Its Relationship with Discharge

Details of samples and their isotopic characteristics are mentioned in Table 2 and data provided in supplementary excel sheet. $\delta^{18}O$ and $\delta^{2}H$ measured in rainwater samples varied from $-13.9\%o$ to $-5.4\%o$ and $-107.2\%o$ to $-32.5\%o$ with a mean of $-11.2\%o$ and $-81.6\%o$, respectively. Similarly, $\delta^{18}O$ in rainwater samples collected from the Chhota Shigri Glacier showed a median value of $-11.2\%o$ [32]. The fresh snow samples collected at the base camp and hydrological station during the snowfall events, 20–24 September 2015, showed depleted $\delta^{18}O$ values compared to that of the snowpack. Enrichment of $\delta^{18}O$ in snowpack could be the result of isotopic fractionation between the melts and the snowpack. As isotopically-depleted snow starts melting, it leads to the removal of depleted meltwater that results in a heavier residual snowpack [30]. Glacier ice samples showed a narrower range compared to snow samples. $\delta^{18}O$ and $\delta^{2}H$ in ice samples ranged from $-15.7\%o$ to $-11.7\%o$ (mean $-13.6 \pm 1.2\%o$) and $-106.3\%o$ to $-73.2\%o$ (mean $-91.2 \pm 10.4\%o$) respectively. The $\delta^{18}O$ and $\delta^{2}H$ values in stream draining from the Sutri Dhaka Glacier varied from $-15.7\%o$ to $-13.3\%o$ (mean $-14.4 \pm 0.5\%o$) and $-108.9\%o$ to $-91.4\%o$ (mean $-98.5 \pm 3.8\%o$), respectively.
Table 2. $\delta^{18}$O, $\delta^2$H and d-excess values of rain, fresh snow, snowpack, glacier ice and meltwater of the Sutri Dhaka Glacier catchment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Rain (n = 9)</th>
<th>Fresh Snow (n = 15)</th>
<th>Snow Pack (n = 8)</th>
<th>Ice (n = 9)</th>
<th>Sutri Dhaka Stream (n = 133)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\delta^{18}$O (‰)</td>
<td>−11.2 ± 3.2</td>
<td>−20.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>−10.1 ± 0.7</td>
<td>−13.6 ± 1.25</td>
<td>−14.4 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta^2$H (‰)</td>
<td>−81.6 ± 26.5</td>
<td>−145.8 ± 1.4</td>
<td>−67.7 ± 5.5</td>
<td>−91.2 ± 10.4</td>
<td>−98.5 ± 3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d-excess (‰)</td>
<td>8.1 ± 5.4</td>
<td>17.1 ± 0.7</td>
<td>13.2 ± 2.5</td>
<td>18 ± 1.4</td>
<td>17.1 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean d-excess values of snow, ice, meltwater and rainwater are provided in Table 2. The deuterium excess (d-excess) values for all samples range from 0.47‰ to 20.2‰ with a mean of 16.5 ± 2.7‰. Lower d-excess values were observed in rain events, whereas higher values were observed in snowfall events and the snowpack. A similar trend was also reported in precipitation events collected from the Chhota Shigri Glacier during the same period [32]. Glacier ice samples showed the highest d-excess values among all followed by the Sutri Dhaka stream. The higher d-excess (>12‰) of fresh snow, old snow, ice and Sutri Dhaka stream suggest Western Disturbance (WD) as their common moisture source, derived from the Mediterranean regions [19].

4.3. Local Meteoric Water Line (LMWL), d-Excess and Moisture Sources for Precipitation

In an earlier study, a Local Meteoric Water Line (LMWL) plotted based on precipitation samples collected from the Chhota Shigri shows a slope of 7.9 and an intercept of 21.4 [32] (Figure 4). This slope is similar to the Global Meteoric Water Line (GMWL) within their uncertainty ($\delta^2$H = 8 * $\delta^{18}$O + 10), suggesting their marine origin, while a higher intercept indicates mixing of air moisture masses derived from different sources. The overall least square regression line or best fit line constructed based on precipitation event samples collected from the Sutri Dhaka Glacier shows that the slope (7.4 ± 0.4) is similar to the Chhota Shigri Glacier with lower intercept (2.0 ± 5.4) (Figure 4). The lower intercept of the Sutri Dhaka Glacier could be because of a smaller number of representative samples for the entire season. Few precipitation events at the Sutri Dhaka Glacier fall close to GMWL, suggesting a contribution of ISM and the effect of sub-cloud evaporation during the precipitation events (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The regression lines in the cross plot ($\delta^2$H vs. $\delta^{18}$O) for precipitation samples from the Sutri Dhaka Glacier and Chhota Shigri Glacier are compared with Local Meteoric Water Line (LMWL) of the Western Himalaya, Mediterranean region and Global Meteoric Water Line (GMWL) (Kumar et al., 2018).
δ²H vs. δ¹⁸O plot for fresh snow, snowpack, glacier ice, rain is shown in Figure 5, and the slope and intercept of each regression line are also provided in Table 3. The ice samples collected from the Sutri Dhaka Glacier show a similar slope (8.1 ± 0.4) and intercept (20.3 ± 5.6) similar to the Chhota Shigri and the Mediterranean region. Lower slope (6.5 ± 1.2) and intercept (−1.2 ± 12.3) were reported for the snowpack, indicating the effect of non-equilibrium fractionation leading to isotopic enrichment of the snowpack due to a preferential removal of lighter isotopes in melts during sublimation processes [13,19]. Unlike snowpack, fresh snow samples showed slightly higher slope (7.3 ± 0.2) and intercept of (4.1 ± 5.1), while rainwater showed a slope of (7.7 ± 0.6) and intercept of (6.1 ± 7.1). The Sutri Dhaka stream showed a slope of (7.1 ± 0.2) with an intercept of (5 ± 2.7). The slopes of the regression lines of all components (snow, ice, rain, stream) are similar within their uncertainty, which confirms that they have common moisture sources [20]. However, the intercepts of all components are highly variable, suggesting the effect of secondary isotope fractionation processes during precipitation events and melting processes. The slopes and intercepts of LMWL in the Himalayan region varies significantly, indicating variable sources of precipitation and environmental conditions, such as temperature of condensation, local moisture recycling and amount of sub-cloud evaporation during precipitation (Table 3) [10,54–56].

Figure 5. The stable isotope regression plot (δ²H vs. δ¹⁸O) for Rain, Fresh snow, Snowpack, Ice and daily Sutri Dhaka Glacier stream.
Table 3. Compilation of local meteoric water lines (LMWL) of various studies carried out in the Himalayan regions for Rain (R), Fresh Snow (SF), Snowpack/firn (SP), Glacier ice (GI) and meltwater stream or River (SR).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glacier/Region</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Altitude (m)</th>
<th>LMWL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sutri Dhaka Glacier</td>
<td>32°22′49″ N</td>
<td>77°33′05″ E</td>
<td>4500–6200</td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 6.5 (±1.2) * $\delta^{18}$O – 1.2 (±12.3% (SF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 7.3 (±0.2) * $\delta^{18}$O + 4.1 (±5.1% (SP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 8.1 (±0.4) * $\delta^{18}$O + 20.3 (±5.6% (GI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 7.1 (±0.2) * $\delta^{18}$O + 5.04 (±2.7% (SR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 7.7 (±0.6) * $\delta^{18}$O + 6.18 (±7.1% (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chota Shigri Glacier</td>
<td>32°16′48″ N</td>
<td>77°34′48″ E</td>
<td>4050–6263</td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 7.8 * $\delta^{18}$O + 25 (SP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 6.3 * $\delta^{18}$O + 3.6 (GI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 7.9 * $\delta^{18}$O + 21.4 (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chorabari Glacier</td>
<td>30°46′20.58″ N</td>
<td>79°02′59.381″ E</td>
<td>4400–6200</td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 8.1 * $\delta^{18}$O + 24.1(SF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 7.7 * $\delta^{18}$O + 21.2 (GI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 6.51 * $\delta^{18}$O – 0.0 (SR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 7.98 * $\delta^{18}$O + 16.8 (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QS and Glacier no 12, TP</td>
<td>39°26′24″ N</td>
<td>96°32.5″ E</td>
<td>4260–5481</td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 8.2 * $\delta^{18}$O + 21.68 (SP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashmir Drass and Ladakh Zanskar</td>
<td>32°50′–34′18″ N</td>
<td>74°43′–78°20′ E</td>
<td>3250–4345</td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 7.7 * $\delta^{18}$O + 15.7 (GI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 7.8 * $\delta^{18}$O + 16.8 (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jammu and Kashmir</td>
<td>33°20′–34°15′ N</td>
<td>74°30′–75°35′ E</td>
<td>1592–3248</td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 8.2 * $\delta^{18}$O + 23.8 (SR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nam Co Basin, TP</td>
<td>30°39′ N</td>
<td>90°38′ E</td>
<td>4730</td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 6.6 * $\delta^{18}$O – 1 (SR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 9.5 * $\delta^{18}$O + 38.7 (GI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 7.6 * $\delta^{18}$O + 11.8 (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 7.6 * $\delta^{18}$O + 15 (SP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 6.7 * $\delta^{18}$O + 8.1 (SR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 8.3 * $\delta^{18}$O + 7.8 (SP/GI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta^2$H = 7.6 * $\delta^{18}$O – 2.30 (SR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The $\delta^{18}$O values of the precipitation samples collected during the major precipitation events which occurred on 12 July and 20–24 September 2015 show depleted values and higher d-excess (Figure 6a–c). A significant reduction in discharge after the major precipitation events coincides with temperature drop (Figure 6a). As the fresh snow after major precipitation events melts it also results in depleted $\delta^{18}$O in stream water with higher d-excess (Figure 6a–c). Several studies have shown that the higher d-excess (>12‰) in precipitation was generally related to the precipitation sourced from the high evaporation and low humidity regions, such as the Mediterranean, Caspian and Black seas through the western disturbances [19,58]. Monthly back-trajectory analysis of air parcels also reveals that the moisture parcel is primarily derived from the Mediterranean Sea and the Persian Gulf during the winter months due to WDs. Similarly, the moisture sources during the summer months are supplied by WDs with a minor contribution by ISM (Figure 7a). Few studies have also been carried out to decipher moisture sources for precipitation over other parts of the Himalayan regions using d-excess and back trajectory analysis [12,15,16,20,28,59,60]. However, other studies in the lower region of the western Himalayas have reported a stronger influence of ISM with high spatio-temporal variability in the sources for precipitation over the western Himalayan region [12,17,28]. Our event-based back trajectory analysis of the major summer precipitation events shows that the air parcel comprises both ISM and WDs origins (Figure 7b). An extensive study conducted in the western Himalayas found that the precipitation derived from WDs shows a much higher d-excess value (mean 18.9‰) compared to that of ISM (mean 9.4‰) [58]. Considering the higher d-excess (>17‰) in our major precipitation event clearly indicates that they are mainly derived from the WDs. A two-component mixing model using ISM and WDs d-excess values as end members shows that more than 80% of the total precipitation is derived from WDs while the ISM contributes
more than 20%. Since the d-excess values remain constant during phase change at the time of the rainout events, we can confidently deduce that the precipitation source to the major precipitation event is predominantly derived from the WDs. Similarly, a study conducted at a similar duration of our study at the Chhota Shigri Glacier in the Chandra Basin, western Himalayas, also reported higher d-excess values during heavy summer precipitation events, attributing to WDs being the precipitation source [32].

![Figure 6](image_url)

**Figure 6.** Time series of the measured parameters; (a) discharge and precipitation at the study region during the study period along with their associated (b) $\delta^{18}$O ‰ and (c) d-excess of the stream water and precipitation at the Sutri Dhaka Glacier (present study), and the Chhota Shigri Glacier (Kumar et al., 2018) Upper Chandra Basin.

A positive correlation ($R^2 = 0.3$, $n = 33$; $p < 0.05$) was observed between discharge and $\delta^{18}$O values of the stream water samples during July to mid-August, which was further improved during September and early October ($R^2 = 0.57$, $n = 31$; $p < 0.05$) (Figure 8). Variable correlations between discharge and $\delta^{18}$O values suggest that the initial stream water was sourced from both snow as well as
ice-melt waters with variable contributions and as summer progressed, snow contribution got reduced
with an increasing contribution from ice-melts to stream discharge. However, it is noteworthy to
observe a significant declining trend in discharge and δ\(^{18}\)O values after intense precipitation events
on 12 July 2015 and 20–24 September 2015 (Figure 8). A significant drop in temperature, glacier melt
and discharge indicates that the precipitation on the glacier occurred in the form of snow. Therefore,
a major supply of meltwater contributed to the downstream region was supplied by the melting of
isotopically-depleted fresh snow, which resulted in depleted meltwater.

Figure 7. Back trajectory analysis at the study region (a) for entire year (January–December 2015) (b) for
major precipitation events initiated at 1000, 1500 and 2000 m AGL for four days.
Figure 8. Relationships between $\delta^{18}$O and stream discharge during the peak ablation period (July and August) and at the end of ablation season (September and October).

4.4. Snow and Ice-Melt Contribution to the Sutri Dhaka Stream

4.4.1. Hydrograph Separation

The hydrological process can be well understood using a mixing plot (d-excess vs. $\delta^{18}$O) [44,45]. Mixing plots in the present study clearly show that the stable isotope signatures of the Sutri Dhaka stream are more close to the glacier ice-melt end member compared to snowmelt and rainwater (Figure 9). This indicates that the fresh snow on the glacier surface might undergo several stages of post-depositional processes, leading to large isotopic fractionation.
A three-component hydrograph separation of the Sutri Dhaka stream revealed that the contribution of ice-melt, snowpack and fresh snow are 65 ± 14, 15 ± 9 and 20 ± 5%, respectively (Figure 10). Results of hydrograph separation suggest that the ice-melt is the dominant contributor to the Sutri Dhaka stream water during July–October. However, we observed a significant declining trend in ice-melt and an increase in fresh snow, followed by a snowpack contribution to the Sutri Dhaka stream after the major snowfall events on 12 July and 20–24 September 2015. The overall contribution from the snowmelt suggests that they are mainly derived from the isotopically-depleted snow as well as the enriched snowpack. Despite a spike in fresh snow contribution followed by a snowpack, the ice-melt remained a dominant contributor throughout the study period. A significant decline in temperature has been observed after the major snowfall event (20–24 September 2015), which significantly reduces the surface melting. Therefore, the main source of ice-melt during September and October could be from the subglacial ice-melt due to pressure melting [32]. It has been observed that by the end of September the supraglacial melting reduced substantially, and a major contribution to the stream melt water were supplied by the melting of subglacial ice [61].

Figure 9. A mixing diagram showing d-excess vs. Δ18O of the mean value of snow, ice and rainwater and daily stream meltwater samples. The arrow indicates the evolution of the fresh snow due to the effect of secondary processes after the precipitation.
4.4.2. Specific Ablation of Snow and Ice

To validate our estimates of hydrograph separation based on stable isotope method, we have compared with the field estimates obtained from stake-based ablation and snow accumulation measurements. The estimated winter snow accumulation based on several snow-pit measurements on the glacierized area on 4 July 2015 varied from 0.24 to 1.17 m w.e (meter water equivalent) between the elevation ranges 4500 to 5300 m a.s.l. The total snow accumulation estimated for the glacierized area is $14.0 \pm 2.28 \times 10^6$ m$^3$ w.e.
As the summer progresses, the accumulated snow starts melting, and by the end of the ablation period most of the area (<5320 m a.s.l) becomes snow-free. At the end of the study period (28 September), estimation of the residual (annual) snow accumulation at ~5300 m a.s.l was 9.04 ± 1.8 × 10^6 m^3 w.e (Figure 11). The depletion of snow line over the glacier surface defines the zero balance area, known as the Equilibrium Line Altitude (ELA). Based on the measurements of stakes installed on the glacier, the ELA observed at the end of the ablation season was at 5320 m a.s.l. To estimate the total snowmelt from 4 July to 28 September (nearly three months), the annual snow accumulation was subtracted from the winter snow accumulation. The difference between the winter accumulation and residual accumulation (Cw-Ca) is −5.0 ± 1.0 × 10^6 m^3 w.e., which accounts for snowmelt contribution to the stream runoff (Figure 11).

Figure 11. The observed winter snow accumulation (Cw), annual/residual snow accumulation (Ca), summer ice ablation (As) and summer snowmelt (Cw-Ca), and the area altitude distribution of Sutri Dhaka Glacier for the period of 5 July–28 September 2015.

A transient snowline on the glacier was estimated using Landsat 8 OLI images and demarcated using ASTER GDEM which was further validated with the ground control points. A transient snowline-snow pit method shows that the snowline position before the study commenced was at an altitude of 4511 (±46) m a.s.l (27 June 2015) (Supplementary Figure S1). As the melting progressed, the snowline reached up to 5601 (±46) m a.s.l (30 August 2015) at peak of ablation season with total snow area loss of 10.41 km^2 and snow volume loss of −5.8 × 10^6 m^3 w.e (Figure 12). It is noteworthy to observe that the snow ablation estimate using the transient snowline-snow pit method agrees with our field-based snow ablation measurement within the range of uncertainty. As the snow cover melts, the ice becomes exposed, and starts melting with the increase in air temperature. The cumulative summer ice ablation (As) for the study period (5 July to 28 September 2015) between the elevation of 4500 to 5300 m a.s.l, yield a total glacier ice-melt of −20 ± 4 × 10^6 m^3 w.e. Maximum ice ablation was observed at an altitude of 4600–4700 m a.s.l, which was reduced progressively towards higher altitude due to lower air temperature. The total cumulative melt contribution from snow and ice during this period provides an estimate of −25 ± 5 × 10^6 m^3 w.e (Figure 11). Contributions of snow and ice-melt towards the production of meltwater discharge are approximately 20 ± 4% and 80 ± 16%, respectively.
4.4.3. Uncertainty in Hydrograph Separation Estimates

Hydrograph separations and their quantitative assessments using the stable isotope method are often a challenging task due to a large spread on the $\delta^{18}$O values of the hydrograph components. Stable water isotope compositions of snow and ice vary spatially and temporally, which contributes to uncertainties associated with the estimates of hydrograph components [62,63]. Three-component hydrograph estimates are critically dependent on the end-member values of $\delta^{18}$O and d-excess and uncertainties associated with them. To better constrain the uncertainty associated with the estimates of hydrograph components based on $\delta^{18}$O and d-excess, we used a Monte Carlo error propagation method [64,65]. This simulation method was used to solve the Equations (7)–(9) with 50,000 iterations for each stream samples and uncertainty, with a 68% confidence interval (CI) acquired for each mixing fraction. Based on Monte Carlo simulation, the uncertainty in ice-melt, snowpack and fresh snow estimates are 14, 9 and 5%, respectively. The overall uncertainty in each component is shown with error bars (Figure 10).
The accuracy of specific ablation using a network of bamboo stakes and snow pits cannot be evaluated strictly, as some of the random errors in this method are unknown. Uncertainty in this method is mainly derived from glacier area estimates, stake measurements and snow depth and density measurements [66,67]. Based on the field data, uncertainty in glaciological field measurements has been reported to be maximum up to ± 20% [35,65]. Therefore, in the present study, we have considered an error of ± 20% for specific ablation measurements.

Comparison of our hydrograph components estimates-based two independent methods i.e., the field-based ablation measurement and the stable isotope-based hydrograph method, the latter method provides ~15% higher estimates of the snowmelt component. This difference arises due to an unaccounted contribution from the deposited snow over the valley slope of the glacierized area in the field-based method. However, the isotope-based method provides an estimate of an integrated average of snow and ice-melt contributions from the entire basin to the downstream. Therefore, we suggest that for basins in the upper Indus Basin, where the contribution of rainfall and groundwater are minimal, a stable isotope method can be complimentary along with the field-based ablation measurements. Further, the glaciers which are inaccessible for the field measurements, the stable isotope method could add to our ability to evaluate snow/ice-melt contribution from high altitude Himalayan glaciers.

5. Conclusions

The present study provides insights on the moisture sources for the precipitation and hydrograph components of the Sutri Dhaka Glacier basin in the western Himalayas during the peak ablation period in the year 2015. Stable isotope fingerprinting of moisture sources together with back trajectory analysis indicate that the moisture to the study area is predominantly derived from the Mediterranean Sea regions through the Western Disturbances (WDs). However, the major sources for the precipitation during summer are supplied by the ISM as well as WDs. A combination of stable water isotope data and field ablation measurements provide information about the dominant sources of water contributing to the stream runoff of the Sutri Dhaka as well as the major moisture sources for precipitation over the study region. Three-component hydrograph separation of the Sutri Dhaka Glacier based on stable isotope methods shows a dominant contribution of ice-melt (65% ± 14) to the stream discharge, followed by snowpack (15% ± 9) and fresh snow (20 ± 5%). Despite the uncertainties associated with these estimates, the results of isotope hydrograph separation are overall consistent with that of stake-based field measurements; the contribution of ice-melt and snowmelt are 80 ± 16% and 20 ± 4%, respectively. However, the stable isotope method provides relatively more accurate estimates of hydrograph components compared to field-based ablation measurements, as it integrates over the entire catchments in the upstream of the sampling site, whereas the field-based method does not account for part of the snow component in the valley slope. Considering the limited information on the hydrograph components of the Himalayan glaciers, this study will enhance our current knowledge and understanding of hydrological processes in high altitude western Himalayan regions.

Supplementary Materials: A excel sheet containing all numerical data used for present study is available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/11/11/2242/s1. Excel 1, Figure S1: Transient snowline estimated using Landsat 8 OLI images of Sutri Dhaka glacier during the study period.
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